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The first book by YouTube star Joe Sugg tells the story of Evie, a socially-isolated teenage girl who

struggles to fit in at high school. Always looking for a way to escape, she spends her nights

supporting her terminally-ill father, who is tirelessly working on a computer program. When her

father passes away, Evie is forced to live with her aunt, uncle, and cousin&#151;Mallory&#151;who

is the most popular girl in school and the bane of Evie's existence.One night, as she's going through

her father's computer, Evie stumbles on a strange file that sucks her into a virtual world. As Evie

explores this strange, new land, she learns it was the project her father was working so tirelessly on:

a virtual Eden where Evie can get away and be herself. However, Evie is not alone; Mallory also

discovers the world and her presence causes the idyll to descend into chaos. Now Evie must save

the virtual world or lose her last connection to her father.
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I have been a fan of Joe for so long now and I was extremely happy to know that he was putting out

his first graphic novel. Upon receiving this novel, I was extremely surprised yet intrigued by the

general summary and wondrous cover artwork. The thing is once I started reading I couldn't put it

down. This genre of graphic novels is not what I usually go for but this one is an exception. Joe's

graphic novel is simply inspiring. It is filled with deep thoughts that help convey to young readers

that they will always be loved by someone. All of the longtime Sugglets and even those new

subscribers will definitely be able to notice the small details of Evie's life that corresponds to Joe's

life. Just read and find out what. Overall, I highly recommend this to all those who are in need of a



comforting hand or even those seeking a thrill in life.

I love graphic novels and I had no clue what this book was going to be about. I mainly bought it

because it was written by Joe Sugg. After I read it, I thought it was AMAZING, if you are a computer

nerd, outcast, or just plain wierd, this is the graphic novel for you! Highly recommend this to anyone

who is thinking of getting it!

Bought this for my granddaughter. She loved it and already finished it.

I loved this book. Not just because it was written by one of my favorite youtubers, but because it

gives hope to outcasts who have trouble finding themselves. It is easy to relate to Evie and

understand what she is going through. The book just pulls you in and begins you on a journey that

you never expected. Once I started reading it, I was unable to put it down. I read it in under 2 hours.

It was brilliant. Congrats to Joe Sugg for making such a wonderful graphic novel that I believe I will

read several times over.

Disclaimer: I am a huge Joe Sugg fan so this review might be a bit biased...No, honestly though I

was pleasantly surprised by the depth in this graphic novel. I truly enjoyed the story line and the

characters.

I loved it just as much as I love Joe Sugg. It arrived very fast and it was a quick read (maybe 15/20

minutes). The cover is very beautiful and the story line was quite amazing. I definitely recommend.

Minor Spoilers to follow: For such an excellent first graphic novel that is 1) clean-cut while 2) being

both interesting and well-drawn, Joe deserves a 5 star rating. While I expected it to be geared

towards a younger audience, I did feel it needed more complexity. Mallory's character shift at the

end felt unrealistic. Her problem was not, as Unity implied, that she didn't realized she was loved.

Her parents didn't seem especially neglectful or unloving. Mallory's real problem was in being

narcissistic, selfish, and cruel: a daily choice. People don't give up those toxic character traits easily

or quickly and while we might believe her "what have I done?" moment, I don't buy her becoming

Evie's friend at the end. Still, overall, a fine story which I'll be happy to recommend. Looking forward

to the next one!



I loved it Joe is amazing for writing this. It was literally like I was in the book. FINGERS CROSSED

FOR A SEQUEL
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